


1) REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION 

IMPORTANCE OF PUBLISHING IN CIJ
Click Here: SGS UPM-

Guidelines and Requirement

https://sgs.upm.edu.my/thesis-2977


NOTE: CIJ – Journal in Scopus/ERA/In-cite JCR



IMPORTANCE OF PUBLISHING IN CIJ
2) REQUIREMENT FOR JOURNAL PUBLICATION FUND Click Here: RMC UPM-Guidelines

https://rmc.upm.edu.my/services/journal_publication_fund/guidelines-4524?L=en


❑Within UPM context, any journal indexed in Scopus,
Incites JCR and ERA is considered CIJ.

❑They are systematic, objective means to evaluate
the world’s leading scientific and scholarly journals

Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA)



HOW TO ACCESS SCOPUS

HOW TO ACCESS INCITES 
JOURNAL CITATION 

REPORTS (JCR) 

HOW TO ACCESS ERA



Scroll down 

and click icon 

Ezaccess

LOG IN-EZACCESS



Scopus uniquely combines a comprehensive, expertly curated abstract and citation database with 
enriched data and linked scholarly literature across a wide variety of disciplines.

Select "Sources". You will then see the "Sources" page.
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SCOPUS



SCOPUS

Two ways to search for journals in Scopus

Option 1: Click on the drop-down menu and select Subject Area to choose your subject area
Option 2: Click on the drop-down menu and select Title, ISSN or Publisher you are looking for



SCOPUS

Click on journal title that 
you are interested to 
publish 

1

Choose your 
subject area
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Option 1: Click on the drop-down menu and select Subject Area to choose your subject area



SCOPUS

Click on journal title that 
you are looking for

Search for an individual 
journal title 
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Option 2: Click on the drop-down menu and select the Title, ISSN or Publisher you are looking for (e.g Title)



SCOPUS

Click on SOURCE HOMEPAGE

▪ Submit your article 
▪ Details about journals
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Ask! When in doubt, send an email to the psas_sp@upm.edu.my and our Research 
Librarians will let you know if the journal is indexed or not.

Check before 
you publish

mailto:psas_sp@upm.edu.my


Click on SUBMIT MANUSCRIPT

e.g.: American Chemical Society Publications



JCR (Journal Citation Reports)

Search for journals in JCR

Option 1: Type the Journal Name in the search box 
Option 2: Browse Journals
Option 3: Browse Categories

Journal Citation Reports (or JCR) is a product of Clarivate Analytics and is an authoritative resource for
impact factor data. This database provides impact factors and rankings of many journals in the social
and life sciences based on millions of citations.



Option 1: Type the Journal Name in the search box 

Enter your journal name in
the search box to view the
journal information, journal’s
performance (such as Journal
Impact Factor, Ranking, etc.).

JCR (Journal Citation Reports)



Option 2: Browse Journals

1
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JCR (Journal Citation Reports)

Click Browse Journals

User can filter by 
Journals, Categories, 
JCR Year, JIF Quartile 
etc. 

Click the Journal Title





The journal “Journal of Finance”, for example, ranks 2nd out of 110 in the “Business,
Finance" category in 2020. It falls into the highest quartile (Q1) in this category. In the
“Economics” category, this journal ranks 10th out of 376 journals in 2020, It falls into the
highest quartile (Q1) in this category.

Note: Q1 denotes the top 25% of the IF distribution, Q2 for middle-high position (between top 50% and top 25%), Q3 middle-low
position (top 75% to top 50%), and Q4 the lowest position (bottom 25% of the IF distribution).



Option 3: Browse Categories

JCR (Journal Citation Reports)

Click Browse Categories

1
2
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Choose Categories
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Click the Journal Title



Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) is national assessment exercise managed by the
Australian Research Council (ARC), which aims to identify and promote excellence across the
full spectrum of research activity occurring within Australia's higher education institutions.

ERA

Scroll down 

and

click icon 

ERA



Two ways to search for journals in ERA

Option 1: Browse by Journal
Option 2: Browse by Subject / ISSN / Year

ERA



ERA

Searching result

4. Click “View”.

Searching result

Option 1: Browse by Journal
1. Click “VIEW ERA LISTING”.

3. Click “Go”.

2. Enter your journal title in the search box
Example : European Journal of Human Genetics

5. Journal Details



Option 2: Browse by Subject / ISSN / YearERA

5. Journal Details

1. Click “VIEW ERA LISTING”.

2. Filters by Journal Title, Subject, ISSN & Year

3. Enter your desired subject in
the search box
Example : Psychology

4. Click “Go”.
5. Click “View”.

Searching result



ERA Official Website

1. Click here
ERA Official Website



PSAS Research Information Hub Portal showcases the breadth and diversity of
research information prepared/compiled by Research and Information Services
Division, Perpustakaan Sultan Abdul Samad, Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM).

PSAS Research Information Hub Portal
ADDED 

INFORMATION
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Publishing Guide



TIPS FOR FINDING THE RIGHT JOURNAL

• The topics the journal publishes. If your research is applied, target a journal that publishes

applied science; if it is clinical, target a clinical journal; if it is basic research, target a journal

that publishes basic research. You may find it easier to browse a list of journals by subject

area.

• The journal's audience. Will researchers in related fields be interested in your study? If so, a

journal that covers a broad range of topics may be best. If only researchers in your field are

likely to want to read your study, then a field-specific journal would be best.

• The types of articles the journal publishes. If you are looking to publish a review, case study

or a theorem, ensure that your target journal accepts theses type of manuscripts.

• The reputation of the journal. A journal's Impact Factor is one measure of its reputation, but

not always the most important. You should consider the prestige of the authors that publish

in the journal and whether your research is of a similar level.

• What are your personal requirements: Does the journal usually publish articles quickly; is the

"time to publication" important for you?

Source: SpringerOpen




